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Abstract
This dissertation studies composing a super sensor network from the combina-
tion of three functional sensor networks; A Sensor data producing network, a
sensor data computing network and a sensor controlling network. The target
devices are today labeled as large sensor nodes. The communication are based
on an IP network using HTTP as the main protocol.
Bonjour is used for service discovery, with some adjustments for technical
reasons. This allows for naming and location of available services without cen-
tralized servers, and it is implementable in small devices.
A super sensor network for meteorological observations is emulated using
a computer cluster. The emulated measurements are accessed from stations
available from observation collection systems accessible on the Internet. Images
from web cameras are one kind of observation type used. The implemented
system uses Python for rapid prototyping and for support for multiple operating
systems.
This dissertation demonstrates that the selected technology and architecture
may handle some of the demands in a sensor network, and that the architecture
gives new opportunities on how to handle updates and sensor network control.
The implemented system also demonstrates that using standard Internet
protocols can make access to services in the sensor network easy. A web browser
may become the preferred user interface for controlling and accessing all parts of
the sensor network, as it has for controlling printers and simple network devices.
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1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks is currently a very popular area that generates much
research. The popularity and maturity of the industry has also resulted in
actual deployments of large WSNs, i.e., in many hundreds of nodes. Many
sensor networks are deployed within industrial monitoring and in environmental
monitoring. The future may look bright as a book on the Roadmap of wireless
sensor networks state on page 1 [1]:
According to a market study performed by ON World Inc. on
Wireless Sensor Networks called "Wireless Sensor Networks - Grow-
ing Markets, Accelerating Demands" from July 2005, 127 million
wireless sensor network nodes are expected to be deployed in 2010
the growth of this market later on is expected to increase in certain
application domains.
Meteorological stations are a subset of the general class of sensor networks.
In traditional meteorological networks, the individual nodes are reporting di-
rectly to a central collecting system and not as part of a network. Traditionally,
most of the computations and all of the control have been done within the cen-
tral collection systems. In this dissertation meteorological stations will be used
as a framework for looking at architectures in sensor networks.
The need for software updates for deployed hardware/systems is often rst
noticed when some error occurs in the node. A classic tale of remote updates
comes from NASA. The story found on the web [3] tells that the Mars Pathnder
(1998) had serious priority inversion problems that caused the system to fre-
quently reset. This problem was xed when a global parameter was set as part
of a software update from ground control on the Earth. The conditions leading
up to the fault was not anticipated before deployment. The meteorological pack-
age was thought to have a maximum rate, and software priorities and testing
was done using this rate. On site, this proved to be insucient as the conditions
proved much more favorable and the package was able to operate at a very high
rate.
Marketing studies have also shown that size is not a major limiting factor
for deployment of sensor networks as shown in Figure 1 cited in [1]. The most
important aspect was reported to be reliability.
In meteorological networks today, is is most common to have a xed ob-
servation frequency. This frequency is usually determined from the dierent
types of observing stations. World Meteorological Organization (WMO), oper-
ates a network for data exchange between countries and organizations. In the
Word Weather Watch [4] program, coordination of observation times are impor-
tant. A surface observation from a land station is called a SYNOP, from Greek
Sunoptokos meaning Together-seeing. It is important to make observations at
dierent places at the same time so that a common state of the atmosphere
could be analyzed.
In modern days, satellites and radars provide observations at all times, and




The market predictions presented in the previous section assume that there are no real
technological showstoppers or inhibitors that drastically change our views regarding the
major breakthroughs and adoption of Cooperating Object technology. However, this is a
very optimistic view, and the identification of potential inhibitors should not be neglected.
For this purpose, we rely on two sources of information that deal with this issue. The
first one is the ON World Inc. studies that indicates clearly what the biggest technological
inhibitors might be, and the second source of information is our own survey, conducted as
part of the “From RFID to the Internet of Things” workshop in Brussels.
The following two sections give details about the results.
7.4.1 ON World Inc. Studies
ON World Inc. carried out a survey with 58 OEMs and platform providers in residential,
commercial buildings and industrial markets and published it in the report “Wireless Sensor
Networks – Growing Markets, Accelerating Demands” from July 2005.
Among the results provided, one of the most interesting ones for the purposes of this
roadmap are the reasons for late adoption of wireless sensor technology, depicted in fig-
ure 7.5.








Figure 7.5: ON World Inc. Study: Wireless Sensor Network Adoption Inhibitors
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Figure 1: From ON World Inc. Study: Wireless Sensor Network Adoption
Inhibitors, 2005 as cited by [1]
new systems. The system needs to be exible to accommodate new types of in-
formation. On the observation-user side, new methods have emerged. ECMWF
[5] gives one example of new analysis schemas in use in the atmospheric models.
The new schemas are called "4DVAR" , where the 4th dimension reects time
and the other three is the spatial coordinates. An illustration of this method is
given in Figure 1. This method can make use of observations outside the xed
times. The question becomes how to manage the network nodes and how to use
the networks in an ecient manner dependent on the actual situation.
Including new forms of observations like images or video, increases the need
for local processing of data to reduce the need for bandwidth. In [2] a Camera
mote for intelligent surveillance is developed. Figure 3 show how bandwidth
requirements drop as the level of processing (Intelligence) is increased. Where
to place this processing is dependent on many parameters. Local sensor nodes
may have severe restrictions in available electrical power and may not support
all forms of processing. Limited bandwidth in the communication network may
also prohibit moving observations (images or video) between nodes. What level
of processing that are needed is not always predictable on deployment of the
sensor network, and may need to be adjusted as conditions change.
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Figure 2: Illustration of 4DVAR. From ECMWF
Assimilitation The process of creating an analysis from a rst guess and ob-
servations.
Forecast Numerical forecast from the atmospheric model.
obs Observed values at specic times.
z The clock is always in UTC time. Previously GMT, also known as Zulu, z.
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Figure 3: Intelligence-added surveillance. from [2]
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2 The basic thesis
This dissertation will examine the overall structure and architecture of a sen-
sor network and the separation of concerns into functional networks. A super
sensor network is dened as a cooperating collection of functional networks, as
illustrated in gure 4. The following functional networks are identied as part
of a Super Sensor Network:
• Sensor Data Producing Network. This is the network of nodes that
are producing raw observations, either on an individual basis or as a co-
operation between several nodes.
• Sensor Data Computing Network. This is a network of cooperating
processes on nodes that takes the raw observations and process these into
elements wanted by other parts of the network or external users.
• System Control Network. This network must organize the sensor net-
work such that resources are well managed and that nodes are kept up-
dated at all times.
The basic concept is that the physical placement of each functional com-
ponent may be adjusted during the lifetime of the sensor network. This also
includes the Sensor data producing nodes, as they are xed in position on deploy-
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To study the proposed architecture for a Super Sensor Network, an emulation of
a collection of nodes connected by a network is created. This emulation is run
on the cluster available in the Display Wall lab at the University of Tromsø. An
assumed network of meteorological stations is used as a basis for this emulation
and comparison with todays meteorological network will be made. A station on
Karl XII Island in the Svalbard archipelago is used for comparison. The station
is described in chapter 4.3.
This section describes the various assumptions made for the emulated system
to be studied. This will to some degree dier from currently available sensor
networks, and is intended as an example of a platform that will be available in
a few years time.
3.1 Hardware
The computer cluster used for this emulation is a few years old, and can be
regarded as typical of the hardware that will be used in large sensor nodes in
a few years. The computer cluster consists of around 30 Dell Precision 370
Workstations with 160 Gb disk, 2 Gb memory and an Intel Pentium 4 processor
running at 3,2 GHz. A total of 28 computers are used to drive the projectors
and the actual display part, and additional computers for the infrastructure.
The computers are connected with gigabyte capacity network.
The various basic nodes in the sensor data producing network are assumed
to be capable of limited local data computing. As an example the wind sensor
is capable of reporting both instantaneous wind and 10 minutes average wind
speed.
Sucient electric power is assumed to be present to allow the units be able
to :
• Sustain a standard observational frequency. Typically each 10 min in
meteorological networks.
• Sustain any computing needed at each node. This may vary between
nodes.
• Sustain any wanted mode of communication.
• Sustain the node for a reasonable time of operations, typical in the order
of 1 year.
A real-world sensor network may have limited electrical power available.
The Norwegian polar station has a power consumption of 60 - 100 Ah / year,
where 50% is used by the satellite radio transmitter [6]. The battery gives an
operational period of 1 to 1 1/2 year.
3.2 Communication
Sensor network nodes are emulated with communication capability for a two-
way communication and IP capable.
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The communication hardware is assumed to be able to communicate with
high reliability. The communication channel is assumed to have sucient band-
width for data and control information. The communication may use land-lines
or wireless communication. Todays standard WIFI (IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n)
setup may be an example of the communication capabilities we try to emulate.
With eective transfer speeds in the order of 1.4 - 31 MB/s [7].
The individual nodes or devices are congured such that they may be reached
by other nodes or devices on the same subnet. This is done using standard
DHCP and DNS. For technology like Bonjour/Zeroconf (see chapter 9.7.3 for
details) this is not strictly necessary, but as the available platform for emulation
did not support all of this technology, some prior conguration must be present.
3.3 Security
No security problems or challenges are assumed present in the sensor network.
Security of sensor networks is an area with much on-going research and a good
solution is assumed for all parts of the super sensor network.
3.4 Failure models for the emulated system
The three functional sensor networks may fail in several ways. This dissertation
does not describe all possible failure modes, only the eect on the functional
networks.
1. A failure in a node in the sensor controlling network or in the sensor data
computing network, is assumed to be fatal for the node. All associated
processes on the node are stopped. The failure is detected by other nodes
in the respective networks, and a new node may have to be started. This
implies that there is at least some redundancy in these networks.
2. A failure in one of the sensor data producing nodes is assumed to be so
serious that the node is only tried automatically started a limited number
of times. No new node is restarted and the node will simply drop out of
the sensor data producing network. This emulates the real life situation
where a remote node no longer is functional. The data collected by this
node cannot be replaced or collected by other nodes. No redundancy is
present.
3. Communication hardware is assumed to have very low failure rate and
no redundancy is emulated. We also assume very low packet loss in the
network and only implement a limited number of retransmissions when
using UDP. Standard mechanisms will handle most errors when using
TCP.
4. Failure in retrieving data to a user either from a sensor data computing
node or a sensor data producing node is always assumed to be non-fatal
and a simple error message is returned.
5. We do not emulate sensors that produce incorrect data.
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3.5 State reporting
In a real-world situation local error conditions in a node will be transmitted as
part of the regular communication and status reporting. In this implementation
errors are not reported.
3.6 Update policy
The functionality of sensor nodes may be adjusted using dierent models:
• Functionality decided by parameters set locally at deployment in the eld.
• Reconguration or updated software after deployment.
The rst approach implies that the programmer has anticipated some prob-
lems and states the node may be in, and the functionality is changed with
altering some parameters in the node conguration. The software is normally
available for extensive testing on the actual hardware prior to deployment. Er-
rors found after deployment is not easily correctable and cannot be tested on
the actual hardware, only on replicas on accessible locations.
When updating the conguration or parts of the software on the node, more
communication resources is used and a two-way communication channel must
be present. For some systems like Maté [8] the actual number of bytes transfered
may be very small even for a substantial update. In this model unanticipated
states and failures may be handled using a new software update. It is also
possible to implement new functionality, like new video codecs, that became
available after deployment.
3.7 Scale
In this dissertation the assumption is a number of stations in the hundreds.
This would cover parts of a county (Norwegian "fylke"), if deployed similar to
the network operated by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute [9].
3.8 Naming
For addressing any node, it has to have a name/address which has to be unique
in the network. The nodes should also be addressable as a group using dierent
types of multicast. In this dissertation such a naming is assumed present.
3.9 Synchronization
One of the aspects of synchronization is to maintain global coordination in
sensor networks. This may be the problem of ensuring common data handling
during software updates, or maintaining a routing algorithm. Meteorological
observations are always tagged with a time stamp. This makes important that
the clock on the individual nodes is accurate to a selected level. In current
sensor network implementations, this problem has been solved with a resolution
of sub-milliseconds [10].
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The clock used in the Norwegian Meteorological institute polar weather sta-
tion has a drift of around +10 min pr. year [6]. The large clock drift is oset
by setting the clock 15 min slow on deployment. The needed accuracy of the
time for meteorological stations, is within several minutes. This is a function
of location and the density of stations and the phenomena that are expected to
be resolved by the observations. Typical requirements of these meteorological
stations are clocks accurate within ±1 min/month.
In this dissertation we use the clocks on the computers in the cluster. These
clocks are accurate to a higher degree than required for meteorological networks.
3.10 Data storage
In traditional wireless sensor networks the nodes themselves have limited storage
capacity. In the type of station that is emulated in this dissertation, the normal
storage has the capacity to store all sensor measurements for 3 years with an
observing frequency of one measurement for all parameters every hour [6].
This amount of storage available for the emulated stations is therefore con-
sidered so large that no restrictions are placed on the storage capacity of the
local nodes.
3.11 The emulated station compared with other sensor net-
works
Karl and Willig [11] lists a number of dierent general characteristics of Wireless
Sensor Networks. The type of system emulated in this dissertation dier from
other sensor networks in several aspects.
• Quality of Service. The observations from remote stations are considered
important but single observations may be missing without large dicul-
ties. Observations may also be delayed without problems. The transmis-
sion schedule also delays observations.
• Fault tolerance. In the network operated by the Norwegian Meteorological
Institute the individual node is communicating directly to a central data
store. Fault in one node is therefore not critical for other nodes.
• Lifetime. In some sensor networks the lifetime of a single node may be very
short. Nodes may be distributed to observe events with short durations.
In our system the lifetime is very long with continuous operations for up
to 1 1/2 years, depending only on the power supply.
• Scalability. One problem in meteorological networks is the scalability of
the communication system in use. Remote stations often use ARGOS [12].
The communication in the ARGOS system is one-way and the available
bandwidth is limited. In other systems a very large number of nodes may
be operating within a small area and the communication and data ow
have to handle a large accumulated volume of trac.
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• Node densities. In todays meteorological system the sensor nodes may be
several hundred kilometers apart. This makes communication overlap less
likely, but as the nodes may be communicating with the same satellite at
the same time, radio interference is probable. In other systems high node
density may lead to the need for protocols to avoid data duplicity since
several nodes may have almost identical observation values.
• The energy requirements. Meteorological observing stations has battery
capacity for operations of up to 1 1/2 year. The stations use most of their
energy in communication ( approx. 50%) and in environmental measure-
ment, where the need to heat the pressure sensor is the largest drain of
electrical power. The station is sending data using its radio every 200
seconds. The limited battery power requires the station to be inspected
yearly. Due to bad weather the station on Karl XII Island was not reach-
able the summer of 2007, and was expected to close down in the spring of
2008. Other types of sensor nodes may have even more serious restrictions
in communication and operation.
• Network densities. The Norwegian Meteorological Institute has a limited
number of nodes in the Svalbard area. Other sensor networks may have a
large number of nodes used in a small area. This aects both communi-
cation and the ability to resolve the observed phenomena with sucient
resolution.
• Mobility. The meteorological station compared with here is a stationary
station. There is also some stations on oating buoys drifting in the ocean
or on ice oes. These stations are not locally connected, and they are also
using the ARGOS system for communications. So even if these buoys
are mobile, the needs and systems closely resembles the above described
systems. Other sensor networks may involve truly mobile devices. One
example of this is InVANET [13], Intelligent Vehicular ad-hoc Network
where research is focusing on vehicles and mobile telephones.
Most sensor networks rely on some form of a communication network, and
severals issues has to be considered:
• Energy eciency. Since most of the energy used in a wireless sensor node
is for communication, this has to be done in a very ecient manner. This
applies to sensor nodes running on limited electrical resources and not
systems like urban surveillance cameras, where electrical power may be
supplied from the local electrical grid.
• Auto-conguration. Most sensor networks do not know a priori where their
location is and what neighboring nodes that are present. The need to self-
discovery is therefore a driving force for implementing self-conguration
systems. In the nodes compared with, the actual location was not known
before the station was in place and since the station could not rely on
neighboring nodes and did not have inboard GPS, the location had to be
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manually set on location. Other sensor networks may have local GPS and
also other forms of location-nding technics.
• Data- or address centricity. The station compared with is address centric
as data is transfered between the station and one data sink. Other sensor
networks may use a highly redundant deployment of many nodes where
a failure of an individual node may not cripple the entire network. This
also creates the need for high optimized routing protocols.
One way of handling failures is to mask the failure using redundancy. In
very high density sensor networks the failed node may simply be ignored and
removed from the network without loss of observing resolution. This is not an
option for most meteorological networks, as the cost of each node prevents the
deployment of more than the absolute minimum number of stations.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the meteorological observing network. From WMO
4 Real world sensor nodes
Figure 5 describes the general system for collecting and measuring meteorolog-
ical data. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) coordinates the global
eort and denes standard for data exchange. On a typical day the distribution
of surface observations at one specic hour may be as illustrated in Figure 6.
4.1 Scale
In meteorological networks the number of stations are large. For individual
countries the total number may be much smaller. Some typical numbers are
illustrated in the Table 4.1.
Table 1: Approximate number of observing stations in dierent networks
Scope ( source ) Number of station Station type
Global ( Surface network ) 28400 Meteorological
Norway ( met.no ) 700 Meteorological
Sweden ( Road authorities ) 700 Road weather stations
The total number of national meteorological stations operated by the Nor-
wegian Meteorological Institute has slowly decreased. This is partly due to
diculties with having people available to take observations as frequently as
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Figure 6: Typical global station coverage at one specic date and hour, from
ECMWF
needed. As an example it can be noted that all lighthouses on the coast in Nor-
way, are now unmanned. This reduction in stations is mitigated by increasing
the number of automatic meteorological stations. The transition to automatic
stations is dependent on available funding and will take several years. The num-
ber of meteorological stations deployed by other authorities like the road and
railroad authorities, is rising and cooperation has been established. This also
makes the integration of dierent technologies a challenge. The number of such
stations will probably equal the meteorological stations within a few years. As
illustrated by table 4.1, the road authorities in Sweden are already operating
many stations today.
The global number of observation stations is not expected to rise by a huge
factor. The bulk of the new observations come from weather radars and satel-
lites. Both of these data types are traditionally collected by a limited number
of agencies and then distributed to the rest of the users.
4.2 Data storage
The data storage in meteorological stations are typically data-loggers containing
EPROM's with a capacity of 10K  640K words. A word is typically 8 bits
[14] [15]. These devices may operate in a very large range of environmental
conditions, like temperatures from -60 ◦C to +60 ◦C.
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4.3 Karl XII Island
To create an emulated sensor in a sensor network, some of the typical restrictions
on real sensor should be used as a basic assumption. The following describes
some elements from the meteorological stations operated by the Norwegian Me-
teorological Institute on remote locations in the Spitsbergen archipelago. All
elements from a description of this Polar automatic weather station in this
dissertation, comes from an internal Technical report [6] from the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute.
One of the most remote stations is on Karl XII Island. This is a very small
island in the north eastern parts of the archipelago, bordering the polar basin
( see gure 7). The station is so remote that visits once a year cannot be
guaranteed. Access is by helicopter, usually as part of a yearly tour by the
Governor of Svalbard ( Sysselmannen ). In the later years the sea ice during
early autumn has been greatly reduced giving improved access to these remote
parts by ships. The station was deployed in 2003 and was last serviced in the
autumn of 2006. Due to weather related problems, the station could not be
serviced in the summer of 2007, and ceased to report in April of 2008, most
probably due to lack of electrical power.
In the following some of the basic restrictions and elements of this type
of station are described. An image of the hardware with size, placement and
organization is given in Figure 10.
Figure 7: Map of Karl XII Island
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4.4 Detail of the station
4.4.1 Observing frequency
The electronic equipment on a regular meteorological station is divided into
several dierent physical parts. One part handles the collection and reading of
sensor values. To reduce the power consumption, it is customary to reduce the
measuring frequency. On Svalbard the stations normally measure at 10 minutes
intervals. The wind sensors handle continuous data collection in the sensor, but
the collection produces 10 minute discrete measurements. The pressure sensor
is one of the most power consuming sensors, as the sensor has to be heated
before measurement. It is therefore used as sparsely as possible.
The physical sensor units are connected to a highly customized unit that
reads, stores and processes the data elements before transmission. The trans-
mission is also done at discrete intervals, typically every 200 seconds.
4.4.2 Storage
The scanning unit needs to store values over time and needs permanent storage
capacity. The stations described here have a storage capacity to store hourly
measurements from all sensors from a 3 year period.
Figure 8: Details from Karl XII Island
4.4.3 Communications
The observations from the meteorological stations are broadcasted via radio
every 200 seconds, using a standard unit for the global ARGOS satellite system
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[12]. The radio system is a purely one-way system and the stations do not have
any means for receiving.
The transmission is highly optimized for low transmission costs in terms of
power usage. This also includes optimizing the data volume. One transmission
contains 25 word of 10 bits, in a 256 bit package. Of these 25 words, 24 is
actually used for sensor data in every transmission including a checksum word.
10 bit words are used as this is suitable for the resolution delivered by the
sensors.
4.4.4 Data computing system
The stations are of the type "Aandreaa 1997 " [6] and use a custom real-time
operating system and custom closed source programs. The internal details are
not known.
4.4.5 Physical constraints
The geographical location of this station implies some physical constraints. The
station has to be able to withstand strong winds, very low temperatures and
also visits from curious polar bears. An example may be the image in gure 9
taken from a visiting tourist ship in 2007. The station is therefore enclosed in a
very strong, safe-like steel box (See also Figure 8 and 10). All cables are housed
in steal pipes and not reachable by the polar bears. The bears have previously
shown a liking to the insulation material used.
Figure 9: The station visited by a polar bear. c©martin@gnejs.se
4.5 Failure models
The real wold stations like the station described above are dicult to access
for repairs. They must therefore have a failure model that provides the obser-
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vations also in gradually deteriorating conditions. Some parts of the physical
sensor package can have failures that does not aect the other sensors. The com-
munication and computing parts of the node have to be able to handle these
types of failures. The system is also able to handle loss of radio communication
as observations are stored locally for later retrieval, when the station is main-
tained. The observation data collected during maintenance visits may be used
for climate studies later, and therefore has a signicant value.
4.6 Road weather stations
The Norwegian Road authorities has invested much in new road weather sta-
tions. Some of these are delivered by ScanMatic AS [16] and an example can
be seen in Figure 11. Some of these stations have cameras and may produce
images like in Figure 12. At present around 40 road weather stations are in use
in Northern Norway, around 20 of these have cameras.





• Wind speed and direction
• Some stations has a camera
The observations are sent to the nearest Road Trac central (VTS) and are
used for road maintenance planning and trac monitoring. For remote stations
GSM/GPRS is used for transmitting observations, but the stations may also use
many other communications channels. Dependent on location, both landline
communication and power from the electrical grid may be available.
Some of the stations provided by ScanMatic uses the QNX Real time oper-
ating system (RTOS) [17].
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8 Montasjer.
8.1 AVS-skap layout (Edgeøya og Verlegenhuken).
Polar AVS AA96
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Polar AVS AA96 Skrevet ut:  11.01.2006
Figure 10: Hardware layout of the Norwegian Polar Automatic station
DSU, Data storage unit
DSU contr. Data storage unit controller.
Trykksensor, Pressure sensor.
SU enhet. Sensor unit ( wind )
Logger 3010. Data logger and main computing unit.
mV converter and Gust adapter. Part of the wind measuring sensors.
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Figure 11: Example of Road weather station. ScanMatic
Figure 12: Example of image produced by one Road Weather station
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5 Architecture
The goal of a system architecture is to do a decomposition and partition the
system into manageable "chunks" of components. Ideally there should be a
loose coupling between components, and clean interfaces should be identied.
The architecture of the system in this dissertation must support the deploy-
ment, running, updating and data delivery in a sensor network. The architecture
must support a complete "Sensor network" consisting of controlling, comput-
ing and producing logical networks overlayed the physical network of nodes
(see also Figure 4). The architecture must allow several dierent networks to
operate on any node without conicts and with a ecient use of resources.
The external interface of the "Sensor network" is basically two interfaces:
The Control and the Data computing interface. Physically these interfaces
would be implemented on Gateways into the "Sensor network".
5.1 The networks
5.1.1 Data producing network
The producing network handles the main goal of most sensor networks. This
network will produce the observations used by the other parts. This network
consists of a network of cooperating nodes that :
• Collect sensor observations at a given frequency.
• Transmits the wanted part of the sensor observations to a network gateway.
• Participate in the communication of other nodes observations to the gate-
way.
• Report capabilities available at the node.
• Can be updated with new software or conguration.
• Be queried by other parts of the sensor network.
As an "observation" any data type or set of data types are possible. Both
reading from individual sensors to video streams is in principle possible. In this
dissertation these data types will be restricted to non-streaming types.
5.1.2 Data computing network
The data computing network consists of nodes that participate in handing of
observations coming from the data producing networks. This can be as storage
nodes or as nodes aggregating observations from several nodes. The data com-
puting nodes can therefore also be part of the data producing networks if new
data types are produced.
The computing network consists of cooperating nodes that :
• Receive observations from the producing network.
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• Processes observations.
• Receives and handles queries from other parts of the sensor network
• Transmits the wanted part of the processed observations to a network
gateway and/or functions as a network gateway.
The computing network may also be queried by external users directly.
Data computing in a sensor network may be several dierent types. Some
of the possible tasks are listed below.
• Data storage.
• Sensor data aggregation.
• Feature extraction from multiple sensor nodes.
In this dissertation only one task for the data computing network was re-
quired: Data storage.
The sensor data computing network has to report at least one node as a
data sink for the sensor data producing network. This data sink may be several
cooperating nodes, and where the data is delivered should not inuence its use.
The data sink must store and make available all reported observations.
5.1.3 Sensor control network
The sensor control network must assure that all types of nodes are started,
running and stopped on request. New nodes may be added as they become
available. Nodes must be updated with new software or new congurations.
The controlling network may be distributed on several cooperating general
nodes and may also have special nodes functioning as gateways to the sensor
network. These gateways has to be visible and available externally to the sensor
network.
The sensor network control has basically two tasks. It has to handle exter-
nally initiated actions, like software updates or changes in observation frequency.
The network also has to handle internal housekeeping. One of the major tasks is
to provide a service discovery functionality for the other parts of the sensor net-
work. The control has to maintain an updated list of which nodes that provide
which services.
The control network also has to decide on the wanted topology of its own
network. The control network has to assume that the data computing network
maintain it own topology and is capable of reporting at least one data sink to
the data producing network. The sensor control network must maintain the
status of such common resources for all parts of the networks.
5.2 Emulation control
In this dissertation a system was emulated using a computer cluster. There is
therefore a need for a component that can deploy, start and stop the emulation.
This may be a single program on a single computer outside of the cluster.
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5.3 Client - Server
As previously stated any node may be both a data producing and data com-
puting node. The individual nodes may also be part of the controlling network.
This possible distribution of responsibilities on each node indicates that each
node may both function as a client in other nodes/networks and as a server. A
request may also cascade in a multi-tier fashion. In some respects the nodes also
function as routers for data from other nodes on their way to the designated
data sink. The whole sensor network may therefore be dened as composed of
several Client-Server relationships and the Client-Server paradigm is the best
description of the architecture.
5.4 Communication and Protocols
Since the nodes must communicate both with other nodes and with external
users, the HTTP protocol was chosen as the main transport between nodes.
Since the nodes also has to implement RPC like functionality, the Representa-
tional State Transfer (REST) [18] and [19] architecture for resource location and
identication, were chosen as a basis for the architecture. The use of TCP/IP
makes it easy to have nodes that are reachable from the internet if wanted. Also
the use of HTTP makes this access much more in line with the current trends
in technology where more of the functionality is placed in the web browser.
5.4.1 Software update
In this dissertation only a very simple software distribution algorithm is ex-
pected. The goal is to have a reliable distribution from node to node, where all
nodes are reached in nite time. The software update is expected to consist of
one single packet. This packet may be an archive le and may therefore contain
multiple les.
5.4.2 Routing
There exists several good algorithms for routing trac in wireless sensor net-
works. Both three-based as one option in TinyOS [20], and fully meshed as
in the systems produced by Dust Networks [10]. In this dissertation routing
is considered an issue, and this dissertation therefore assumes that such algo-
rithms exist and may be applied. Only a simple controlled routing is expected.
The goal is to have a mechanism where observations may be routed through
other nodes to a data sink or directly to the data sink. Also a simple routing of
broadcasts and software updates is expected.
Today we can buy a complete wireless network for sensor networks, where
the user has to provide a microprocessor to put next to the network node that
communicates by sending and receiving packets over a serial port. ( One ex-
ample is Dust Networks systems [21]). The network component will handle
all communication and routing issues and it does provide very high reliability
of the end-to-end network connectivity. Any node can communicate with any
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other node. In practice the user has to think about power consumption and the
eciency of the application protocols.
5.5 Partitioning of the sensor network
For data collection and software updates the sensor network may be partitioned
into smaller parts,and therefore more manageable parts. A typical plan for
partitioning the sensor networks rely in the minimization of a cost function.
Often the cost is closely related to the energy requirements for data transmission
and updates. Some kind of clustering is often used, either based on location as
the needed transmission powers is reduced by distance, or some other metric.
In this dissertation the need for partitioning and routing eciency will not
be addressed. An ecient protocol is assumed to exist and would have been
utilized in a real world deployment. Several studies have been conducted in
this eld. See as an example Akkaya and Younis [22] for a survey of routing
protocols.
5.5.1 Time
There exist at least one good example of a solution for keeping a common
clock in a wireless sensor network. This is implemented in Dust Networks Time
Synchronized Mesh Protocol, TSMP [10]. In this dissertation the presence of a
common clock with sucient accuracy is expected. An accuracy in the order
the resolution of the time-stamp of the lesystem is sucient in this emulation.
5.6 Service discovery
Both for internal and external use the existence of a service discovery function
was assumed. In the external world this may be a simple web site giving the
correct URL to access the gateways for the sensor network. One can also envision
systems where a new user at a site is automatically aware of the available sensor
networks at the same site.
For internal use in the sensor network there has to be a function where a
new node is registered and made available to other components. This function
has to be an integral part of the network environment for the nodes.
There exists several solutions for such functionality and some of these are
described and discussed below.
In this dissertation Bonjour [23] ( also known as Zeroconf [24] or Avahi [25])
was selected for Service Discovery. One of the reasons is that it is possible to im-
plement in very small devices. In the SitePlayer [26], a working Bonjour service
has been implemented in around 800 bytes of code. See [27] for a motivating
talk by Steven Cheshire on Bonjour. Bonjour does not depend on any servers
available in the network. The local nodes communicate and cooperate to es-
tablish network names and make available services known. The choice of using
the HTTP protocol as the main transport, also is a good match as Bonjour is
supported in several web browsers, and servers announcing HTTP support will
show up automatically. Bonjour is also implemented in various languages, and
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Figure 13: Potential problem in node control
In existing sensor networks service discovery is typical an integral part of
the networking middleware. Kuorilehto, Hännilkäinen and Hämäläinen [28] have
surveyed several WSN systems, and have noted that service discovery is often
an functionality added in the middleware. No denite industry standard have
emerged yet.
5.6.1 Coordination of control
One aspect of a controlling network is to coordinate between the cooperating
nodes. One example of a problem may be illustrated in Figure 13
If multiple sensor control nodes see the same data producing or data com-
puting node, there is a risk that during software or conguration updates, one
or more control nodes have a dierent view on what is the current "correct"
conguration of a node. It is therefore possible to have a situation where an
updated node is "downgraded" to older conguration by nodes that do not have
the most updated software or conguration.
In this dissertation the architecture was dened so that any controlling node,
controls all data computing and data producing nodes.
5.7 The components
On each node dierent parts may be running. As illustrated in Figure 14 we are
building on a platform that provides most basic OS services, at least networking,
local storage and optional access to sensor hardware or readings.
The local architecture for a node in the Sensor Data producing network may
be illustrated in Figure 15
5.8 The external interface
Access to sensor networks need to be simple both for computer systems access-
ing the observations but also for external human users. Both of theses concerns
can be satised using HTTP servers as gateways to the networks. Since we only
envision two main interfaces for external access, this can be implemented on one
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Figure 14: Architecture of a node. The functional networks are applications
running in user-space on top of operating system services and hardware.
physical node, but it has to be part of both the controlling and computing net-
work. External access directly to individual sensor nodes may be possible, but
the gateways should provide the access to these nodes. This may be illustrated
in Figure 16
5.9 Scale
One aspect of sensor networks is the ability to scale when going from a small
number of nodes to thousands. The traditional meteorological networks mostly
depends on a central control and data storage model, where all data is collected
on one single location. Observations go straight from the observing node to
the collecting central node. This model is dicult to scale when the number of
nodes increases.
In this dissertation functional networks was used that may scale well as
the number of nodes increases. The main reason for this is the possibility
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Figure 17: The data computing network
6.1 Communications
The architecture calls for a total network consisting of three networks of coop-
erating nodes where some are sensor nodes and a few are gateways for external
access to the sensor network. This gives a natural division in the needed com-
munications protocols.
The external interface will provide a subset of the internal interface, to ensure
ecient code and practice reuse.
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6.1.1 Protocols
The two main interfaces are against the controlling and data computing net-
works. The interface of choice is HTTP servers using the REST style architec-
ture. This design dene the structure of the interface, and the data types to be
exchanged.
6.2 The data producing network
The data producing network consists of several cooperating sensor nodes. Each
node is assumed to be observing some phenomena at some distance from other
nodes.
The emulated sensor node is emulated by having each node retrieve some
data from an external URL. Typically this is image data from web cameras. The
primary source of such images in this dissertation is the web cameras operated
by the Norwegian Road authorities around various parts of Northern Norway.
An example is shown in Figure 12. The images may contain measurements from
other sensors at the site, like temperature and precipitation. These images rep-
resent real sensors in practical use, and are a good example of actual data from
such stations. The system has non the less to assume any form of data. The sta-
tions data are publicly available at http://www.smallsoft.com/klima/Klimadat.htm.
6.2.1 Node start up
The emulated sensor nodes need to read the local conguration and initiate
the local computing with communication, physical sensor handling and data
computing. See also Figure 15 with a schematic view of the components in each
node. The node has four basic components.
• Node monitor. To ensure restart after updates or crashes.
• Communication. With other nodes in the network and a data sink.
• Local data store manager. The emulated node is assumed to have some
data storage available. This has to be managed for shared use between
components.
• Sensor readings. Physical or as in our case, emulated sensor data must be
collected at a wanted frequency and the data stored locally on the node.
The emulated sensor node has to register with the local network if such a
network is in place. As part of the registration information on local capabilities
on the node must also be sent. The sensor needs to establish the next node in
the path to the data delivery node (data sink ). This is assumed to be done
in the registration phase. The registration uses the service discovery function,
which should return the complete network address of a data storage node, or a
list of such addresses.
On start up, the sensor node needs to establish its own environment. In
the emulated sensor nodes this is done using a local conguration le. This le
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contains a descriptions of what type of sensor it is to emulate. A small sample
of such an conguration le is given in Figure 19.
The format of the conguration le is in the form of:
[SECTION]
name=value
The le has multiple sections and multiple name/value pairs in each section.
This format is used in many systems. One example is in Windows ini-les.
There exists several libraries to read such les for multiple computer languages.
The content of the conguration le has to include at least the following
elements:
mime Any known types of data may be observed and the type is given using
the MIME type dened in numerous internet standards ( RFCs : 2045,
2046, 2047, 4288, 4289 and 2077)
name A short string dening each node. In this dissertation a name describ-
ing the location where the image is taken. A human-readable name is
wanted.
url The URL used to fetch the emulated observation. Any valid URL can be
used.
frequency The wanted observing frequency at this node. In seconds.
6.2.2 Node Monitoring
Since the node software may fail due to errors or bugs, a simple process monitor-
ing utility is used. The utility must dierentiate between failures and a planed
shutdown.
The process monitoring will also have to restart the node program. In the
case of repeated software crashes, the node has to start from a known good
software base, and not from the last running state. Normally, simply restarting
will use updated conguration or software.
In the emulated system, the process monitoring has to run as a process of it
selves, so that it does not stop if the other software crashes.
6.2.3 Sensor Data protocol
The data producing sensor nodes needs several communication parts. The sensor
node needs to respond to external request for data/observations. This is done
using a simple HTTP server. The use of the REST [18] style imposes a clear
structure on the way URLs are built up, but requires an established protocol.
See also Appendix C for examples.
The following describes the protocol for retrieving data from a sensor data
producing node, and also the protocol for another sensor data producing node
to deliver data for forwarding to a data storage.
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Descriptor Description
GET Request for sensor data, conguration information or
a default page
POST Inserts new software or conguration and also data
for forwarding to the master node.
The default page is a simple web page that the sensor node will use to
deliver a human readable description of the node and available protocol. The















INDEX.HTML or no options gives a default page from each sensor that de-
scribes the current conguration and the available options.
CONFIG allows for setting conguration parameters by specifying the Section,
Parameter and wanted Value.
<SENSOR TYPE> Paths like "IMAGE" gives the default data value from
the sensor if the sensor is of "IMAGE" type. This way the server supports
any data types.
keys Returns a HTML page with a list of all data elements available at the
node. The list is for human use and the keys should be clickable for easy
retrieval of one data element.
textkeys Returns a plain text list of all data elements available at the node.
The list is to make it easy for other computer systems to retrieve and
decode.
data If this path is followed by a valid key, the corresponding data element
from the local data storage will be returned.
RESTART and KILL Used for controlling the node. See chapter 6.4
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POST /DATA post sensor data from another node for forwarding to the mas-
ter node.
POST /SOFTWARE post a new data element containing the update to the
node. Both conguration and software may be updated using this func-
tion. The smallest element to be updated is a le. The data element
posted may also include routing information for the update. Updates
containing multiple les may be sent as one single gziped tar archive.
6.2.4 Data delivery
New items observed is delivered towards the dened data storage node. This
may be an intermediate node in the network. The data is delivered using the
same simple HTTP POST protocol as described for data delivery between sensor
data producing nodes.
6.2.5 Data forwarding
Any data sent to the sensor node using HTTP POST is forwarded to the node±
master node. The sensor data is posted to the "DATA" path. In eect this
gives a very simple routing algorithm by simply transferring the incoming data,
using one step further to the data storage. In this dissertation the routing is
not an issue.
6.2.6 Data types
The actual data types used for exchanging sensor data between nodes is not
dened in this design and is being referred to the implementation.
The denition of the data types used in the complete system would more
naturally be dened in the system design phase if heterogenous implementations
were expected, as multiple implementations would be possible afterwards. This
decision is delayed to make the implementation simpler, but with the clear
realization that this may introduce unwanted dependencies.
6.2.7 Software updates
The software or conguration les on the node may be updated. This is simply
done by posting a single le to the node using HTTP POST and identied
using the "SOFTWARE" path. This le may be an archive containing several
les. This introduces the possibility of the sensor node to be in several states as
described in Figure 18. This gure also describes some of the duties of the node
monitor that has tasks on behalf of the sensor data node and on behalf of the
controlling network. Included in the gure are also states that can be reached
because of commands from the controlling network.
The update is assumed to arrive in one complete posting. This is consistent























Figure 18: Sensor node state chart
6.2.8 Software update forwarding
Whenever a software update is received it may be forwarded to any known sub
nodes using the same HTTP POST protocol. The further routing is controlled
with the content of the posted data element and is therefore left to the control-
ling network to decide. The network may provide a broadcast option, but this
is not used in this dissertation.
Since a software update will spread in the networks in single hops there will
be a time where old and new software are active in the network at the same time.
This implies that any software update have to ensure backward compatibility at
all times. A simple scheme of versioning where any data or conguration also
contains a version, must be implemented.
A small variation on this method is spreading the software update as a
"Worm". The classical "Worm" is described by Shoch and Hupp [29]. A worm
is capable of altering its state and strategy dependent on information collected
from its segments. It may also migrate to new nodes and as an example, remove
it selves from nodes with too high work load. This has the implication that
decisions can be postponed and made when local information is available.
6.3 The sensor data computing network
As dened in the architecture the computing network in this dissertation must
provide at least one data sink for the sensor data producing network.
6.3.1 Sensor Data Storage
The sensor network data storage makes the following assumptions :
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• The data storage system will store all data elements posted to it.
• The system will use a simple database for this storage.
• The system will use a single key for locating the stored element. The key
will be based on the sensor name and the current time.
The most frequent users of the service is :
• The sensor data producing network
• Other parts of the sensor data computing network.
• Individual users and processes.
The most frequent use cases are :
• The sensor producing network will send its observation for permanent
storage. Also agregated values from the sensor data computing network
may be stored.
• Both the sensor data computing network and individual users will read
individual sensor observations.
6.3.2 Cooperating nodes
All nodes in the sensor data computing network have to cooperate to solve the
given task. In our case this implies that a protocol for exchanging data between
nodes must also be established.
Before such a protocol is designed, the overall goal of the system has to be
known. In many cases a distributed system is used to ensure sucient computing
power, reliability and availability. In such cases a monitoring system has to be
implemented to restart stopped nodes, and to notify cooperating nodes of the
status.
In this dissertation the goal of the data computing network and the data
storage task is to provide at least one data sink to the sensor data producing
network. The solution is to have the nodes in the data computing network
exchange all incoming data. Figure 17 illustrates the ow of observational and
processed data.
6.3.3 Communication
A subset of the sensor node protocol is used for sending data to storage or
retrieving data. The protocol is shown in chapter 6.2.3. Only the following
items are needed at a data storage node:
• POST /DATA





The protocol allows for dierent implementations of data handling. The
only limitation is that the system must be able to handle the data elements
that are chosen. See also chapter 6.2.6. This also has the eect that querying
a sensor data producing node and a sensor computing node can be done using
the same protocol.
To facilitate data exchange between nodes a simple expansion to the network
protocol is used. The nodes do not need to send data to other nodes that the
remote node already have received. So a test to explore if a node has a data item
is needed in the form of the "GET /haskey" operator. The necessary protocol












The "GET /haskey" operator must return "YES" in plain text if the node
already has the data element with the given key and "NO" if not.
The data computing network relies on the service discovery to provide an
overview of the available nodes in the network at all times, and to provide an
overview of the capabilities of the nodes.
6.4 The control network
The sensor control network assumes the following requirements:
• The controller network must deploy and start the all software on the com-
puter nodes.
• The controller network must be able to stop the whole sensor network.
• The controller network distributes software updates.
• The controller network monitors the state of the networks.
The ability to stop and start the whole sensor network is important in an
emulated situation. During testing and development several errors can lead to
runaway nodes and ecient means to stop these are needed.
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6.4.1 Starting the emulated sensor network
Starting the emulated sensor network in the available computer cluster should
be done using a simple distribution of all needed les to all nodes. The les are
assumed to contain software and node conguration may be similar on many
nodes. The controlling network has to do a remote start of all nodes.
The distribution of les containing software and conguration involves sev-
eral tasks
• Reading a short conguration le containing the following information :
 The les in the software and conguration package.
 The machine names in the computer cluster to run software on.
 The name of the individual sensor node conguration le.
 The external URLs to use as emulated sensor data. Each sensor node
monitors one external source.
• For each computer node to distribute to :
 Create local directory for temporary storage of les.
 Copy wanted les to this local directory
 Adapt the sensor conguration le to the wanted node.
 Using scp copy the les to the remote node
 Start the node software using the Process Monitoring application.ssh
is used for this.
This will make it possible to run the emulation on a computer cluster with
a shared lesystem and with local lesystems on each computer.
The designed process above does use both "scp" and "ssh" or le transfer
and process starting as this is well supported on the available computer cluster.
6.4.2 Registering newly started nodes
As each node is started it will use the service discovery service, chosen to be
Bonjour, to register its name and capabilities. It will also query the service for
an address of a data storage to use as a sink for its observational data.
The service discovery system has to contain all needed information for fur-
ther handling.
6.4.3 Control functions that needs protocol support
• Restarting a node.
 Each node may be sent a "STOP" command using HTTP GET
/STOP. This will stop the node software, and the node will be
restarted when the monitoring sensor program nd that the node
has stopped. The software has to stop with an error code that the
monitoring process can detect. The value of "1" is selected for this
purpose.
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• Stopping a node permanently
 Each node is sent a KILL command using HTTP GET /KILL. The
node software must stop with an "255" error code, so that the process
monitoring will not restart the sensor. The process monitor will also
stop at this point.
• Updating software
 Using a simple HTTP POST the software may be transfered to the
node. All content needed for a complete update must be sent in
one package, so that a node simply does a restart to activate new
conguration or software. The package may be an archive and will
be unpacked. This allows update of several les at once.
The software update is expected to be generated externally to the whole
sensor network and in our emulation this is done using the controller in chapter
6.4.1.
6.4.4 Status monitoring
Each sensor data producer will deliver its data to the controller. This may
registered as a simple heartbeat. Actions to restart a node may be taken if
some time limit is exceeded. Alternatively this may be done using the service




In this dissertation the following hardware and software developing platform
was chosen
• Linux and OS X operating systems.
• Python language with standard modules.
• TCP/IP local network between nodes.
• A cluster of computers running Linux.
• Linux and OS X workstations.
Python has many modules for most communication protocols, so there is no
need to implement such protocols from scratch, and newer protocols could be
based on existing standards. Python is also available on all relevant operating
systems with almost all of the same modules.
7.2 Threads vs Processes
Several prototypes of the sensor producing nodes were built. One of the identi-
ed problems, was the choice between using a single large application on each
node with several threads for the dierent tasks, or using multiple processes and
splitting the tasks between them.
Using multiple threads inside a single process was found to lead to complex
coordination problems, and the use of a large number of queues for delivering
data to, and exchange between threads. The synchronization between dierent
parts of the application was dicult. It was also dicult to keep a good overview
during coding, due to the size.
In the meteorological weather station we are emulating, the dierent func-
tions are divided between several hardware units. See Figure 10 for an image
of the physical layout and partitioning. The emulated system would also more
closely resemble the actual systems, if software are partitioned more or less in
several processes with few dependencies between them.
The sensor producing nodes were therefore partitioned into several cooper-
ating processes with the following parts.
• Sensor reader process. Single threaded.
 Reads a local conguration le containing the URL and frequency of
observations. An example is given in Figure 19.
 Reads the values from the sensor. In our case, download an item
from the URL. The item may be an image.
 Stores the values in a local le on the node.
• Sensor data server process. Multi threaded.
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 Registers the node with the service discovery function and get the
address of the data sink.
 Reads the stored resource and send to the data sink at the wanted
frequency.
 Provides an HTTP server for other nodes to POST data elements to
and to query for stored data.
 Provides an HTTP server for other nodes to POST software updates
to.
• Sensor monitor process. Single threaded.
 Reads a conguration le and start all wanted processes.
 Monitors all started processes.
 Restarts stopped processes or stop all processes dependent of the
status received from the stopped services. If all processes are stopped,
it will also stop it selves.







Figure 19: Example of sensor node conguration le
Threads will still be used in the Sensor data server process as it has to do at
least two dierent tasks in parallel. It has to send observations (items) to the
data sink, and also maintain a local HTTP server. With the limited number
of task, it is easy to keep a good overview of handling and synchronization of
multiple threads. A simple queue is used to send items between the threads.
The only use is when another node does a POST with data to this node. The
data element is put in a queue so that the thread that does the sending of data,
can pick it up and send it towards the data sink.
7.3 Data types
With the use of Python as the programming language, the data types to be
exchanged between nodes and for local storage, were selected for programming
ease. The simplest was to use a python dictionary. The use of a dictionary
allows us to add new elds or keys as the use is expanded.
For simple storage and transfer between nodes, the dictionary containing the
observation or other data is converted into a string representation using Pythons
Pickle module. The main benet is that the structure of the dictionary does
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not need to be known on the receivers side, as pickle will return the dictionary
when used upon the received string. This also applies for stored items on a local
le or database.
A pickled dictionary is not easily readable by other languages or systems.
The most useful approach would be to embed the python interpreter in a C
program. This also has the eect that all HTTP servers serving external requests
for data, must return the requested data item in its original form. For exchange
between cooperating nodes or processes within the whole sensor networks, a
pickled dictionary was used.
A pickled item transfered between two nodes is not to be considered a secure
transfer. It is possible and quite easy to insert or change items in the data
stream. This is underlined in the Python documentation that states:
Warning: The pickle module is not intended to be secure against erroneous
or maliciously constructed data. Never unpickle data received from an untrusted
or unauthenticated source.
7.4 Local data storage
For local data storage a simple database is needed. The design species that
any data item that is to be stored is identied with only a simple key. The key
is a concatenation of the node name and the time stamp for the observation in
a simple text form without blanks.
Python has several options for persistent storage. The choice in this dis-
sertation was to use the anydbm module. After opening a database le, the
content can be handled in the same way as any python dictionary with access
to the has key and keys methods. The key to the database is any simple string,
and any string can be stored in the database. Therefore the combination of the
anydbm module and python pickled objects ts the task well.
7.4.1 Problems and bugs
During the work with this dissertation, Apple released the 10.5 version of OS
X and Python was upgraded from version 2.4 to version 2.5. For most parts
this did not have any impact on the code already produced. The cluster were
running version 2.4 of Python.
On OS X version 10.5 an error in the anydbm module was found. When
opening an existing database with many stored elements, the database would
not report the correct number of keys available. The items not reported could
nevertheless be accessed. This bug was reported to Apple with problem id
"5606751" and it is still an open report.
To work around this problem a simple module was developed that mimicked
the functionality of the "anydbm" module. This module was called mydbm.
This module simply stores any data element as a le in a specially named di-
rectory using the given key as the lename. This module therefore have the
same limitations as the lesystems the program is running on, but this was not
considered a problem for this emulation. An added benet was that the stored
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items could be accessed outside of the program and therefore make debugging
easier.
7.5 Naming
In this dissertation the sensor nodes are assumed to be named by the network
used. This gives the nodes on the computer cluster and desktops a name of
the type "tile-0-0.local". The general form of the name i "machine"."local"
where machine is the name given to the node during installation of the oper-
ating system. The computer cluster in use is Display Wall [30] cluster at the
Institute of Computer Science. The 28 computers controlling the 28 projectors
are named after the model "tile-<column> - <row> ", like : "tile-0-0", "tile-
0-1" and "tile-7-3". The ".local" domain is the default domain given using the
Bonjour/Avahi systems. (See also chapter 9.7.3). The desktop and laptops used
have names in the same way.
To get the name of the local nodes the following python code was used:
node_name = os.uname()[1]
This uses the standard OS module and the "uname" function. This func-
tion is only available on recent UNIX-like operating systems. Under OSX 10.5
element "[1]" of this tuple is "Epsilon.local", the name of the Macbook laptop.
7.6 HTTP server
For all dierent nodes the "BaseHTTPServer" python module is used for the
HTTP server. This module provides a very simple programming interface, with
the web server running in its own thread, and provides an easy interface to
implement the REST style URL handling. To start and run the HTTP server,
only a simple code is used :
httpd = BaseHTTPServer.HTTPServer(("", PORT), Handler )
httpd.serve_forever()
"Handler" is one instance of theBaseHTTPServer.BaseHTTPRequestHandler
class.
The handler class only has to implement the functions "do GET" and "do POST"
to handle these HTTP events. The REST style is followed as a resource is named
in the URL and the program is responsible for returning the correct represen-
tation of this resource. In these HTTP servers, accessing and resource through
an URL is also similar to using an RPC call to the node.
7.7 Time
The meteorological demands for clock accuracy, removes the need for higher
level of synchronization than provided by the standard clock on the computers
in the cluster. The computers all use a common timeserver and the standard
"ntp" protocol for keeping a common time.
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7.8 Sensor Lookup
The Bonjour/Zeroconf/Avahi technology was due to some technical restrictions,
not available on the computer cluster in use for this emulation. So to observe
the benets of easy access and self conguration, an extra module was needed.
The goal was to have each sensor node discover the communication path to the
data server. This would have been possible using Bonjour on the nodes, but
the sensor lookup server provides some of the functionality, and acts as a small
gateway. If a sensor data computing node can not use Bonjour, because it is
running on the computer cluster, it will use the sensor lookup server to register.
The sensor lookup server runs outside the computer cluster and registers
with the local network using Bonjour. In most cases the server was running
on the author's MacBook. This makes the sensor lookup server available as a
HTTP server to all Bonjour capable devices on the local network as shown in
Figure 20. This gives any process or user access to a gateway to the whole sensor
network emulation, without the need for further congurations of any device.
No access control has been implemented.
Figure 20: Sensor Lookup and a Data server node available through Bonjour
Selecting the "Sensor lookup" will access a small http server. This provides
the user with further links to the individual sensor nodes as show in Figure 21.
On the sensor lookup server web page, simple commands can also be given
to the server. The most frequently used is the "KILL" command for stopping
the server.
The individual links to the nodes provides access directly to all nodes presently
known to the lookup server. The "QUERY DATASTORAGE" link gives a sim-
ple text line with the known location of a Sensor Data Storage node. This func-
tionality is mostly used by the data producing nodes to locate a data storage
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Figure 21: Sensor Lookup HTTP server
server, the data sink. The "CONTROLS" link returns a simple list of registered
sensor control nodes.
The Sensor Lookup server has two separate modes of operation. Any node
will broadcast a request for the address of the Sensor Lookup server using a
"well known" port and UDP. This port was selected to be port 54666. All
communication with the Sensor Lookup server uses the same common routines
placed in a small python module, and this keeps this port and the protocol only
dened one place. The broadcast from the nodes just contains the word "HEI "
and is not used for further reference. The Sensor Lookup server replies with
the location and port number to use for further communication. The nodes
will after this, use the simple http server on the lookup server for registering,
de-registering and query of location of a data storage server node. The nodes
may also register capabilities in form of a text string with name=value pairs
describing the node.
The Sensor Lookup Server must run at all times and be available at all
times. This makes this server a single point of failure. This is a weakness of
the actual implementation. Using Bonjour for this service would distribute the
functionality to all participating nodes, as information would be registered with
all nodes and also cached. See also chapter 9.7.3 for some details and references.
The protocol used for registering a node on the Sensor Lookup server is
illustrated in Figure 22 and a description of the details are shown in Table 2.
A more complete overview of the communication between various types of
nodes is illustrated in Figure 23.
The nodes will query for the location of the Sensor Lookup server before
information is retrieved from the server. This will handle a situation where
the server has been restarted on a new node after crash or other stops. The
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Figure 23: Messages exchanged with the Sensor Lookup server
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Table 2: Sensor lookup protocol
Descriptor Explanation
KILL Stops the sensor lookup server
STOP Stops the sensor lookup server
Both these will halt the server.
REGISTER Register a node with the server
REMOVE Remove a registration with the server
Both these will POST a python pickled dictionary.
QUERY DATASTORAGE The address of the registered storage servers
This will return lines with each node on one line.
CONTROLS Query the address of registered sensor control nodes
This will return lines with each node on one line
nodes have a limited number of retries before they give up and has to stop the
computing on the node. In our emulation, 10 retries.
7.9 Node monitoring and structure of a data producing node
Each node consists of three running processes and a shared lesystem as illus-
trated in Figure 24
• Process monitor. Will start the other processes initially and after a crash
or software update.
• SensorReader. Retrieves one observed item from the simulated sensor and
stores this on the shared lesystem. The observing frequency is set using
a conguration le.
• SensorDataServer. The Data server has the communication responsibility
for the node. This server will at some frequency dispatch the latest ob-
served value to a data storage and will respond to any users accessing the
node directly. This node also handles software updates.
The shared lesystem in this dissertation is a simple le on the local disk on
the node.
The process monitor diers between stopped and crashed software on the
resulting error code the operating system returns. The process monitor is im-
plemented as a separate program that starts and monitors that the sensor is
running. When the sensor stops, two dierent options exist. The rst is simply
to restart the sensor program, the second is to terminate all computing at the
data producing node if this is wanted. Since the process monitor has started
all cooperating processes it also knows the process ID, and can stop them. All
processes run as regular user processes.
The node does not report stopped or crashed software in our implementation.
This could be implemented by having the Process monitor create a report le
that the SensorDataServer reports as part of the registration. This report would
also contain version numbers if this is available.
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 Shared configuration on local storage













Figure 24: Data producing node with monitor
7.9.1 Size of the software at each node
The sensor data producing node is programmed in python, and the size of the
dierent les to be transfered on deployment of the node adds up to a total size
of around 40 Kb.
7.10 Design of Sensor Data Storage node
A sensor data storage node is part of the sensor data computing network. A
simple use case analysis shows that the most common use is to store and retrieve
single elements from the data storage. The data storage uses the following
technical solutions:
• The "mydbm" python module is used for database-like storage. See chap-
ter 7.4.1
• The stored data is a python pickled dictionary containing at least the
following keys:
 name, identity of the data producing node sending the data
 timestamp, of the datavalues sent
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 data, is the actual data element
 mime, is the mime "Content type" of the data element. "image/jpeg"
is used for webcamera images.
The pickled dictionary is stored in the database under the key generated
by concatenation the name and the timestamp. Any type of data value can
be stored as long as it can be pickled. The storage does not know the type,
it simply stores a long string. The dictionary is also human readable, to ease
debugging. A binary representation would have made the storage requirements
smaller, but this was not an issue in this emulation.
7.10.1 Communication
The data storage node provides an HTTP server for posting incoming data
from data producing nodes and also from other cooperating data storage nodes.
Data can also be retrieved from the data storage using the HTTP server. The
protocol has been described in chapter 6.3.3.
Figure 25: Sensor Data server, viewed from a browser
The HTTP Server is available from a standard web browser as illustrated
in Figure 25. The HTTP server has a simple page-design and may also either
show all available keys in the local data storage as a web page ( Figure 26 )
or in a pure textual form that is more suitable for further computing by other
applications. See chapter 7.13 for an example that uses this functionality.
For communications between nodes in the data computing network, a node
needs to keep a list of all peers. Using the basic assumption that all data
elements should be available from all nodes in the data computing network,
a simple routing of data between nodes is needed. In an real-world sensor
network this protocol would be much dependent on the characteristics of the
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Figure 26: Sensor Data server with link to all stored items
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actual network in use, and would have to be as ecient as possible. In our case
we can implement a simple worm-like distribution, with the same functionality
as the software distribution.
The data element is extended with a simple list of nodes to receive the data.
This list is generated by querying the service discovery for nodes of the correct
type using the protocol in chapter 7.8
7.11 Sensor controlling network
7.11.1 Emulation start, stop and update
A simple controlling GUI for starting and stopping the emulation on the com-
puter cluster is created to run on a Macbook laptop. The program is created
using python and TK for GUI. This makes the software portable to all plat-
forms. This software is called the "controller". An running example is show in
gure 27.
Figure 27: Sensor controller, Tk version
This controller has a limited number of responsibilities :
• Start sensor nodes
• Stop sensor nodes
• Update software on sensor nodes
To start a sensor node the controller distributes the software to a node in the
computer cluster, and starts it as a local daemon. This is done using "scp" and
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"ssh" commands. The sensor nodes are started in a demonized way to ensure
continuous operation after the "ssh" commands ends.
The controller does not receive a heartbeat from the newly started nodes,
instead the controller has to ask the Sensor Lookup for a list of running nodes.
As can be seen in Figure 27 the reported node name in the column to the right,
and the given name before startup in the column to the left, is not identical.
This is because the node is collecting its own name from the cluster node that
it is running on and therefore adds the ".local" domain sux.
The sensor nodes is stopped by requesting a list of running nodes from the
Sensor Lookup and issuing a "KILL" command to the HTTP server on each
node.
The controller only starts the nodes in the sensor data producing network.
The data computing network and sensor controlling network are started manu-
ally. Using the software update functionality nodes for these networks may also
be started on other nodes.
7.11.2 "External" Software updates
Software updates are initiated externally viewed from the complete sensor net-
work. Our controller is therefore a possible origin for such updates. Distributing
a software update is achieved by sending one single le. This le may be a TAR
archive containing Python scripts or conguration les. The controller will rst
request a list of running control nodes from the sensor lookup server, and there-
after send the update to the rst sensor control network node on the list. The
software update is packaged as a Python dictionary with the following content:
Key Content
lename The name of the le to be replaced
data The content of the le to be replaced
nodelist A simple list of all nodes to be updated
nodedict A dictionary over nodes and ports to be updated.
Both the "nodelist" and the "nodedict" elements comes from the Sensor
Lookup. The le may be a TAR archive, and if the lename end in ".tgz" the
le will be unpacked. The les in the archive may replace existing les or add
more les.
When using a "Worm" (see chapter 6.2.8) strategy we can view the described
protocols as a mean to propagate in the network. In this implementation we will
not use the newly updated code to decide on how the update is to be distributed,
but will simply follow the provided list. To implement a better worm-like update
strategy, the received software should be stored on disk, the node restarted, and
the new software or conguration used to decide the following strategy.
7.11.3 Sensor control node
The sensor control node has basically two tasks in our implementation:
• Keep the sensor network running by monitoring the nodes.
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• Distribute software and conguration updates
Monitoring the nodes could have been achieved by having the sensor control
node either receiving a heartbeat from the other nodes, or having the sensor
control node contacting the other nodes at regular intervals. But since the
nodes are already contacting the sensor lookup server at regular intervals, we
choose to simply have the sensor control node retrieve the list of active sensors
from the sensor lookup service.
The distribution of software and conguration is externally initiated. In our
emulation this is done by the sensor control described in chapter 7.11.1. The
sensor control node simply creates a list of nodes that will receive the update,
and it also generates a complete dictionary as described in the previous section,
and sends it to the rst node on the list. The update will be forwarded to the
other nodes by the nodes themselves in a worm-loke fashion.
Upon reception of this data package the node will write the content of the
le to the wanted le, pop its own name from the "nodelist" and "nodedict",
and transmit the new package to the next node on the list. After successful le
replacement and forwarding of the update, the sensor node will stop with an
error code indicating that the Process Monitor should restart the node.
7.12 Startup sequence
In our emulated system, elements have to be started up in a sequence. This is
simply to assure that all necessary services are running prior to its use by other
parts.
1. Sensor Lookup server
2. Sensor data storage nodes.
3. Sensor control nodes
4. Data producing sensor nodes
The lookup server is used by all types of nodes and has to be running prior
to anything else. This services is therefore best regarded as part of the general
network infrastructure. The sensor data storage nodes has to be started before
the data producing sensor nodes, as the producing nodes will start the delivery
of data immediately.
7.13 Data Viewer
A simple application for looking at the sensor data was implemented. Since the
emulated sensors delivers images, a simple image viewer is programmed using
Python and TK to ensure portability and the ability to run on all available
nodes. The viewer will retrieve the latest images from all the available sensors
from the sensor data storage network and display these in one large window. If
the window is resized and click on, all images will be resized. Whenever a click
is registered in the window, the program will reload the images.
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Figure 28: Simple data viewer for image sensor data
The data viewer will also store the last composite image to a le for other
use.
The data viewer collects all available keys from a sensor data storage node
using the pure "textkeys" method, and sorts this after node source. The last
available image from each node is retrieved from the data storage, and a large
composite image is created.
In Figure 28 an example is shown. Images from 9 dierent sensor data
producing nodes have been collected for the sensor data storage node and are
put together. The actual programming needed for doing this is very simple, and
can be illustrated with some parts from the python program. Some actions and
contents have been removed and are explained in the comments.
# URL contains address of sensor data storage node
#
url = URL + "textkeys"




# Some selection of keys from the "allkeys" tuple is performed and the remaining
# keys is put into a "nodes" dictionary. The last key for each node may be selected.
url = URL + "DATA/"
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for k in sorted( nodes.keys() ):
kk = nodes[k]
try:






# "res" contains all images from the selected list.
Other languages have similar libraries to retrieve data over the Internet from
URLs and this can also easily be done using web 2.0 type applications. This
demonstrates that using HTTP servers for the data storage creates easy access
in terms of programming requirements.
7.14 Items previously described but not fully implemented
The following items are described previously in this dissertation but is only
partially implemented:
• Redundancy in the sensor data computing network or in the sensor con-
trolling network. Both networks may have several nodes that registers
with the sensor lookup server, but no detection of failure is done.
• Data forwarding between nodes in the sensor data computing network.
All data is processed locally.
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8 Experiments
The whole system was set up and run on the Display Wall lab at the Institute
of Computer Science, with the dierent tasks distributed as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Experiment setup
Where running Task Instances
On the Computer cluster Sensor data producing nodes up to 28
Sensor Computing nodes (data storage) 1
Sensor Controller nodes 1
On a Macbook laptop Controller for the emulation 1
Sensor Lookup server 1
On a Linux workstation Data Viewer 1
Both the Sensor data computing nodes and the Sensor controller nodes may
be started on more nodes, up to 28 on the cluster and also one each on the
Macbook laptop. The limit is due to the use of TCP/IP ports on each computer.
Only one process can use a specic port at a time.
The experiment was set up so that the nodes on the cluster delivered one
observation item, typically an image, every 60 seconds. This gives a volume of
observations in the order of 50 - 100 Kb/s coming to the data storage nodes so
this represents a low volume network.
To test the experimental setup a simple stress-test of the Sensor computing
node was performed. Two computers in the cluster has 20 threads each doing
1000 iterations of sending observations. The data provided was an image with
a total size to be transmitted of 86 kB. Some results from the stress run on one
of the computers follows in table 4. Several threads could not connect to the
Sensor computing node in at least one iteration.
We can see that the throughput from one thread is in the order of 580 - 720
kB/s. In total with 20 threads on each of two computers, gives a throughput in
the order of 20 MB/s. It must be noted that the Sensor Computing node has
to store the observation in the local les system. This lesystem is a NFS share
between all computers in the cluster. The network load is therefore signicant
from this part of the test.










8.1 Super Sensor Network experiment
The experiment consisted of the following phases :
• Deploy the software to all nodes and start all processes
• Collect data from all sensor data producing nodes
• Issue a software update from the controller with one single-le update
• Issue a software update that adds a new process and updates the cong-
uration. Multi-le update.
• Read data from the storage nodes and from the individual data producing
nodes
• Accessing the data from a Sensor computing node from as program on an
computer outside the cluster but on the same subnet.
• Stop all processes in the emulation.
All phases were successfully completed. The rst software update consisted
of a small change in the handling of images at the data producing nodes, where
the newer version simply annotated the image with some informations. This is
demonstrated in Figure 29 (before) and Figure 30 (after). The small dierence
is the small text at the bottom left corner. This update also added the func-
tionality of each node to display the current image on the nodes own tile on the
Display wall. The software update transmitted contains the updated le and
some additional items and the size was 7103 B.
Updating all nodes in a 28-node emulation takes close to 8 seconds, where
most of this time used for stopping and starting of processes. The local pro-
cessing on the Sensor Data Producing nodes when receiving a software update
is minimal before the node forward the update to the next node in the queue.
This makes the distribution of the software between nodes ecient, even if it is
done sequentially from node to node.
Using the data viewer, the update could be seen rapidly spreading in the
data producing networks.
The second software update added a sensor control node to each sensor data
producing node. This demonstrated adding functionality to any node. The
software update consisted of two les packed in one packed TAR archive. This
was also successfully done. Updating all nodes to add this new functionality
takes the same time as a regular software update. This is as expected as most
of the time for an update is in stopping and restarting the processes on the node.
Adding one new process does not signicantly increase the load time. This is
most likely a function of the underlying operating system and le-system.
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Figure 29: The original image from the sensor node





A popular operating system used in current research is TinyOS [20]. This OS
focuses on providing the platform for three goals in developing sensor networks
and sensor nodes.
• Provide an extensible and developing platform.
• Allow diverse implementations in varying mixes of hardware and software.
• Be suitable for limited resources, concurrency intensive operations and
robust application-specic development.
TinyOS provides a framework for dening dierent services and does not de-
ne a particular system/user boundary. TinyOS has been implemented on var-
ious hardware platforms on various sensor node systems. TinyOS provides also
a complete over-the-air reprogramming mechanism using Deluge [31]. Deluge
is a reliable data dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks. TinyOS
provides dierent tools for single-hop and multi-hop communications using ac-
tive messages [32]. Active Messages are an event centric communication API.
TinyOS provides also several network services like multi-hop broadcasting, rout-
ing, power management and time synchronization.
TinyOS has not traditionally used IP for networking. This means that only
the edge of the sensor network was externally accessible and could use the large
base of technology IP provides. This is changing and some implementations exist
today. TinyOS is also optimized for small nodes. In this dissertation the focus
was on large nodes and IP capable networking. But with newer implementation
TinyOS could also be a viable platform for the architecture proposed here.
9.2 Virtual machines
Maté [8] is a small virtual machine designed for sensor networks. Maté has a
very high level interface and is a byte-code interpreter that runs on TinyOS.
Programs can therefore bee very small, typically less than 100 bytes. Maté has
been extended to a framework for building application-specic virtual machines.
When updating a sensor node a complete TinyOS image with a modied virtual
machine is transmitted.
Using virtual machines to run multiple applications in parallel and with
high degree of isolation from each other is very desirable. Maté could also have
provided a basis for the architecture proposed here, and would have been a good
candidate for running processes belonging to separate functional networks on
the same node. Maté is based on TinyOS and the initial lack of IP capability
did make it unsuited for this dissertation.
9.3 Security
For many sensor networks security is a major problem. One example can be
networks used for surveillance and monitoring purposes. Unauthorized access to
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the observations or the possibility of corrupt or incorrect data due to intruders
is a serous problem.
In the survey by Walters et. al. [33], the challenges is divided into these
aspects :
• The obstacles to sensor network security
• The requirements of a secure wireless sensor network
• Attacks
• Defensive measures.
The survey also contains a walk-through of the dierent problems and avail-
able solutions. They expect that as wireless sensor networks become more com-
mon, the use of public-key cryptography will meet the expectation of strong
security.
One example of a communication systems that implements strong security in
wireless sensor networks is the Dust Networks SmartMesh-XT [21]. This system
implements 128-bit symmetric key encryption for end-to-end condentiality in
a totally meshed network [10]. The motes are interfaced with other types of
equipment and may acts like NICs.
In this dissertation we do not study security concerns and assumes that some
of the technologies referred above is present.
9.4 Middleware
Cascades [34] is a complete middleware for use in sensor networks with empha-
sis on video sources. It is developed based on the experiences with Panoptes
[35] where low powers video sensors were used in a testbed for further research.
One of the main features was the possibility of intermittent network discon-
nects where the node had to store data for later retrieval, and with memory
constraints, had to do thinning on the video stream to allow new data.
Cascades uses Python scripts to provide high level access to powerful func-
tions leading to small but ecient routines. The system composes a data ow
using cascading "lters" where the individual lter are highly optimized for its
task. Filters are connected using python interconnects that are both means
of exchanging data on a computer, but also between computers on a network.
Dierent types of lters handles dierent types of data, both traditionally on-
parameter sensors and video streams are used. A separate lter is used for
metadata and control data handling, so that missing video data can be de-
tected. Filters can be updated during operations and will be reloaded when the
update is detected. The means of updating is not described.
Cascades has a xed structure of control and relies to some extent on a cen-
tralized model. This is dierent from what this dissertation have assumed, and
Cascades was therefore not a good starting point for the architecture presented
here. Cascades has a very ecient programming style and very high level ab-
stractions are available for use. Also the possibility to dynamically update an
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active application is impressive. In this dissertation the focus was on meteoro-
logical observations and not video. Cascades is still a good candidate for some
types of meteorological networks, like monitoring for the occurrence of fog or
other visibility-reducing phenomena at airports.
DAVIM [36] is a new service middleware for sensor networks implemented
as a dynamic management of services on virtual machines. DAVIM uses a
combination of native code and virtual-machine byte-code for applications and
argue that this has been shown to be energy ecient. DAVIM is designed to
meet some requirements.
• Services should be separate from the application using them.
• Managing available services should be dynamic and easy.
• Multiple applications running on the same sensor network should be iso-
lated.
• The complexity of implementing recurring functionality should be lowered
by the middleware.
The services and applications are separated at runtime as the applications
are a byte-code script that runs in a virtual machine of their own, on top of
the DAVIM core. This removes the static linking between VM instructions and
operational libraries.
DAVIM was not available at the start of this dissertation, and the rst
publication was noticed around January 2008. DAVIM implements some of
the same architecture features studied in this dissertation. Both control and
computing functional networks may be implemented in DAVIM and run on the
same node as the sensor data producing code. Using virtual machines these
would have been separated from each other but at the same time monitored by
the underlying VM. DAVIM would be a very interesting technology to built the
studied architecture on.
9.5 REST
The REST [18] [19] style of organizing HTTP access and how to build up URLs,
provides architectural constraints that may ease implementation of communica-
tion in heterogenous systems. The use of REST does not imply a need for any
specic language or system used in the implementation.
One of the important aspects of REST is that it is stateless. This means
that the participating entities does not have to keep state between sessions.
This is helpful for smaller implementations. This also means that most results
are cacheable. See also Appendix C for an example of use of REST.
The use of HTTP will not place restrictions on the type of data exchanged
but will induce an overhead in the communication. HTTP is most often im-
plemented on top of TCP/IP, but can be implemented on top of any protocol
delivering reliable transport. HTTP can be used in a compressed mode that is
supported by most clients if the size of the data stream is regarded as a problem.
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Also simple HTTP servers are implemented in a number of languages with a
very small memory and processor footprint.
REST is therefore a good mach for the systems used in this dissertation and
was easily implemented.
9.6 Software update
Several good algorithms for distributing software updates in wireless sensor
networks exist. A few examples are Deluge [31], MNP [37] and Freshet[38].
In this dissertation a highly ecient algorithms is assumed to exist, and as an
example some parts of Freshet algorithm is described here.
The Freshet algorithm is designed to provide an energy ecient on-demand
distribution on new code in large scale sensor networks. In Freshet some nodes
act as originators of new code. These are typically gateways to the network.
These originators will rst start a "blitzkrieg" phase where a "warning" message
with information on the availability of new code is pushed to all nodes in the
network. As these "warning" messages traverses the network each node will
rebroadcast it to the adjacent nodes after having incremented a hop-counter.
For all nodes with a hop counter of less than 3 will start to listen after broadcast
of the availability of new code. A node which hears an availability broadcast
will request the code from the source, which will send the code to the requesting
node. This availablity-request-code phase is called a three-way handshake. Any
nodes also hearing the transmissions will receive the new code. Nodes with a
hop count of 3 or larger will enter a waiting state with their radio receivers
turned o to preserve energy. How long this waiting is, is dependent on how
long distance from the originating node the node is. A node will act as a source
of the new code as soon as the rst parts is received. Several optimizations for
receiving larger parts without the three-way handshake are also included. Also
optimizations for new nodes needing large updates are part extensions of the
basic algorithm.
The Freshet algorithm would be very interesting to implement in the software
update part of the architecture studied in this dissertation. It is a minor problem
that the state of a node is dependent of wether a software update has been
announced or received.
9.7 Existing service discovery functionality in regular networks
Frank, Handziski and Karl [39] have a thorough review of dierent forms of
service discovery in use today in wireless sensor networks. A simple list may
include :
• Jini, Java's protocol-independent framework for heterogeneous networks
and software components.
• Bonjour/Zeroconf/Avahi, User by Apple and in Linux systems for network
conguration and service discovery.
• UPnP with SSDP. Used by Microsoft for communication between devices
on a network.
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• SLP, Service Location protocol has reached IETF Proposed Standard level.
SLP is described in RFC 2608 and RFC 3224
• JXTA, A general purpose communication system that also includes peer
discovery.
JINI and Bonjour technologies are the most relevant in this dissertation. In
this dissertation the choice to use Bonjour was mostly based on the selection of
programming language and os and hardware platform. Bonjour provides also a
programming language independence.
9.7.1 JINI
JINI presents a comprehensive systems with integrated service discovery and
code transparency and remote execution. The JINI systems is not protocol
dependent as the systems allows for interchanging modules loaded on the y
using any wanted communication protocol. JINI supports service discovery via
brokers available on the network.
To access a given JINI service the program locates the object that supports
the wanted service. The object is used to download the code needed to access
the service. This is done using a standard interface in Java. To facilitate this
several services must exist on the local network.
• RMI Registry
• A JINI Lookup Service
The JINI services uses the Java security functions to access and control
access to remote and local code. A simple use of JINI can be illustrated with
the code in Appendix Appendix A
9.7.2 JXTA
JXTA [40] is a set of protocols for general-purpose computer-to-computer com-
munication. JXTA is an open-source, community-based project originally initi-
ated by Bill Joy and Mike Clary at Sun Microsystems. JXTA has dened a set
of XML-based protocol and a Java reference API to provide a generic framework
for P2P.
The JXTA Protocols Specication describes several protocols and functions
( not exhaustive list ):
• Discovery of the services peer and peer groups provide to the network
• Services including location, specications and executable code for the ser-
vice.
• Data transfer. JXTA provides the concept of a "pipe" for transferring
data in an abstract fashion. Including one-to-one, one-to-may regardless
of protocols.
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• Message routing including rendezvous peers that may cache information.
JXTA is at present implemented in Java SE, Java ME and C/C++/C#.
There is some work on Ruby and Python bindings but these are not complete
at the time of writing.
9.7.3 Bonjour
Bonjour [23] is Apple's implementation of zero-conguration [24] over IP net-
works. Bonjour solves three problems :
• Addressing and assigning of addresses.
• Naming.
• Service discovery.
Bonjour uses a multicast DNS [41] [42] ( mDNS) in the local IP network.
Since all devices participating on the local network runs either a daemon mDNS
responder for its services or a local mDNS responder on each computer, no
common DNS server is needed. Also this implies that no DNS server has to
know all available services.
The local application has only to register with the local mDNS responder
for other applications to be able to locate the services provided. This relieves
the application from handling all types of mDNS messages.
Registering with the local mDNS responder can be illustrated with the test
code in Appendix Appendix B. This code registers a service at a given port on
the local computer. More specic it registers a HTTP server to be visible as a
service in a Bonjour capable browser.
The browsing is done in an asynchronous way. First a request is issued on
the local network and then each reply is handled by the call-back routine. For
each reply a simple DNS service resolve is done to retrieve the full host name
of the service provider. The ".local" is used to indicate a name that should
be looked up using a IP multicast query on the local IP network. The test
code will locate any HTTP servers that are bonjour capable and have a bonjour
responder daemon on the local network. In this example the programs looks
for the service type (or application protocol) of "_http._tcp", that is HTTP
over TCP. The responder can be either a thread in the local application or the
mDNS responder on the computer. All responses from these responders look
like standard DNS responses.
Bonjour uses an extension to the standard DNS system with the local multi-
cast. This reuse of existing standards makes implementing such services simpler.
Bonjour uses ".local" as an indicator for computers on the local network and
will use a broadcast to nd the wanted machine. This implies that Bonjour has
a special semantic for the ".local" domain that departs from the DNS standard.
The use of the ".local" domain is not routable over network partitions but are
sucient for accessing nodes within the same segment.
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9.7.4 Avahi
Due to licensing concerns Bonjour was not originally implemented on Linux sys-
tems and a version that could be released under the LGPL license was created.
This is named "Avahi". This is an implementation of the Bonjour protocols
( mDNS ) and also of the DNS-SD standard. It is commonly available on all
newer linux distributions and is heavily used in the Gnome and KDE desktops.
As Bonjour, Avahi is also an implementation of Zeroconf. Zeroconf is the
need for simple conguration of address, name and service discovery. This is
in some respects an IPv4 problem, as IPv6 has local-link addressing. Service
discovery is done using the standard DNS SRV records. This gives the user both
the IP-address, the host name and also the port where the service is running.
Additional information may also be available.
Avahi is available as a complete and comprehensive implementation.
9.8 Example of birds nests monitoring application
In cyclops [43] a complete system for deploying image sensors in a biological
study have been developed. The small sensor nodes has a relatively low resolu-
tion (320x280) image sensor and has the Mico2 mote for radio communications.
Images are collected each 15 minutes and are sent to a local data server that
runs Linux and is connected to the Internet. The classication of the images
may be done in the node and only a classication value sent. The study has also
examined the balance between using powers at the node for image compression
compared to the gains in energy consumption when transmitting the images
over radio.
The nodes has limited powers supply ( running around 15 days on batteries )
and the software in the nodes are not on-site update-able. One of the interesting
aspects is the detection of eggs in birds nests. This is done using a highly
optimized algorithm on the node. One could speculate that the possibility
for updating this algorithm without physical contact with the node may be of
interest.
The example shows that location local computation on sensor nodes is in
some cases highly desirable, but also demonstrates that even for small nodes,
on-site wireless software updates may help. In this example the sensor nodes is
fairly accessible, but physical presence may cause disturbances in the observed
data.
9.9 Video surveillance
Palau et. al [44] has implemented an urban trac monitoring system in use in
Valencia, Spain. The system uses a high number of video cameras ( more than
600 ) where MPEG4 video is streamed using MPEG-TS [45] over IP. All nodes
are connected via high speed ber optic network. To isolate dierent parts of
the network dierent virtual networks, VLAN ( IEEE 802.1Q) are dened and
the video streams uses one VLAN while information from other sensors are sent
through a separate VLAN.
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Video streaming to end applications are handled by video servers that are
deployed on selected points in the city. The role of the video servers is to capture
the raw video signal, compress it using MGPEG4 and transmit the video stream
using MPEG-TS. The whole of the system is designed and implemented in the
COTS (Commercial o-the-shelf) philosophy. The playback system handles
multiple simultaneous clients using IP multicast as this is available on the L 3
switches in the TMC ( Trac management centre ) part of the core network.
One of the lessons learned was that possibility to easily change the operating
software on the nodes in the network was a great benet. Video encoding could
be changed without physically handling devices and new and improved codecs
could be installed. This was also one of the reasons for studying software updates
in this dissertation.
9.10 Tapestry
Tapestry [46] is an overlay infrastructure designed for scalable and fault-tolerant
applications in a wide-area IP network. Tapestry studies the access to objects
that may exist in several copies on dierent locations in the network. Tapestry
provides integrated location and routing using a strong focus on the locality of
communications, where routing is decided on local available information only
and not on a total network overview. This also provides fault tolerant routing
and location. Tapestry uses both the soft-state, announce/listen approach that
relies on TCP timeouts and periodic UDP heartbeats, and also explicit repub-
lishing of location information. The priority between these solution is based on
the substantial network overhead using soft-state, so that explicit republishing
is the preferred method and soft-state as the fall-back method.
Relative to this dissertation Tapestry provides an example that the under-
lying routing and distribution of information and services in a IP network can
be handled as overlay networks with a small overhead.
Also Pottie and Kaiser [47] show that computation close to the source of the
raw data can drastically reduce the communication and total computation cost




The most dicult failure model is when the device or node delivers wrong data.
Due to the large natural variations in the meteorological conditions, these kinds
of failures may be very hard to notice. The most common way to handle these
types of failure is to black-list the node which removes any value of the node.
Another solution is to try to correct the incoming data, if some common or
systematic error can be detected. In this case some value is retained although
the node still has errors. In this dissertation the nodes are assumed to deliver
correct data at all times.
10.2 Communication
The use of IP in a sensor network gives access to a very large base of technology
and methods. Very good and proven technology exist for a number of issues,
like routing, security, applications support and service discovery. Many of these
issues has to be revisited to handle constraints in a sensor network, but the
basic framework exist. For further details see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
6loWPAN
Using HTTP based protocols was relatively simple to implement as there
exist a large base of modules for HTTP communication. This also makes the
small servers at the node and at the data storage program, simple and extend-
able. The data producing nodes and the data storage nodes can also be accessed
from a standard web browser, which makes debugging much simpler.
The use of HTTP for communication and device setup has become an in-
dustry standard. All dierent kinds of devices have now a small and eecive
HTTP server built in.
10.3 Routing
In this emulation the nodes must ask a known entity about other nodes. This
represents a possible single point of failure and a possible congestion point. If
no contact with the known controller is established, no contact with neighboring
nodes is possible. In a environment with complete support for Bonjour/Zeroconf
the structure is such that any nodes may listen in on the service discovery trac
and will cache names and services for its own use if it sees something new in
the trac.
10.4 Communication overhead
A single observation is delivered as a single POST to a HTTP server. The posted
data is an pickled Python dictionary. The total network overhead can be divided
into three parts. An TCP/IP part, an HTTP part, and a data packaging part.
To estimate the data packaging part we can compare one actual JPEG image
(from gure 29) with the stored Python dictionary containing the same image
in addition to the other small elements (see chapter 7.10) :
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Mode Content Size in bytes
Uncompressed Original image size 67093
Pickled Python dictionary 193778
Compressed gzip'ed original image 66752
gzip'ed Pickled Python dictionary 89718
If the web server supports HTTP Compression (see RFC2616) some of the
pickle expansion would be mitigated. One of the possible compression algo-
rithms is gzip. As shown above the dictionary is closer to the original size even
though it contains additional information compared to the original JPEG im-
age. Still the method used in this dissertation generate an overhead of around
50 % compared to a gzip'ed version.
It should be noted that Pythons pickle.dumps function with the default
protocol was used. This results in an ASCII string that is human readable.
Using a higher protocol would result in smaller sizes with very little overheads.
The choice of using the default protocol in stead of a more compact higher
protocol was mostly to keep the network trac human readable and network
bandwidth was not a limiting factor in the emulation.
TCP/IP overhead and HTTP protocols has been studied and Frystyk Nielsen
et. al. at W3C [48] has demonstrated that the TCP/IP overhead is between 5
-10 % and using HTTP compression the HTTP protocol does not increase the
overhead much. This is mostly due to the compression algorithms. This over-
head has to be weighted against power requirements by the network requirement
to implement HTTP compression.
10.5 Coordination of control
On possible solution to the problem of having many sensor control nodes try-
ing to update nodes with dierent generations of software (see Figure 13)is to
have every item carry a "version" number. This version number has to be
monotonously renumbered so that every new update has a higher number than
any previous versions. If any control node sees a data producing node or data
computing node with any item with a newer version, it will simply wait for the
upgrade to diuse to it. In the case of a mistaken update or an update with
faults, "downgrading" to the older version is done by issuing a new update with
a higher version number but containing the older software.
It is also possible to divide the data producing and data computing nodes
into groups, and have each group controlled by one sensor control node. This
simplies the control issues, but has no redundancy in case of communication
or other failures.




Using UDP for the initial broadcast to nd the Sensor Lookup server had sev-
eral problems connected to the possible loss of data packets in the network.
Therefore a mechanism for retransmissions had to be implemented. In this dis-
sertation this is done only on the data producing nodes as the Sensor Lookup
Server does not demand an response on its reply. The data producing node will
retry until it has a valid response.
In practice this may not be a large problems as at least some of the avail-
able commercial solutions delivers a network with a optimized and guaranteed
delivery of network packages. One example is Dust Networks SmartMesh-XT
[21].
Using Bonjour in this emulation was dicult because of the missing support
in the computing cluster. This problem was solved using a combination of UDP
broadcasts and HTTP. It is therefore satisfying to nd other solutions using the
same basic idea with UDP broadcasts and HTTP for detailed communications.
In mRDP [49] some of the same ideas are used for a lightweight semantic service
discovery protocol.
Bonjour has nevertheless a very attractive feature with the lack of centralized
servers and local control. It also makes it simple to both browse and announce
services.
10.7 The worm update
Using a worm-like update does a sequential update of all nodes and could be
replaced with a more ecient algorithm. In the implementation in this disserta-
tion any node receiving an update, simply forwards this according to the given
list on nodes. In reality this could have been replaced with a process where
the node is rst updated and then does some processing to decide how, what
and who to update. This creates the opportunity for selective updates based on
information available on the local node.
A worm would logically be part of the Sensor Controlling functional network
and this network can, in principle, be implemented as a worm with extended
functionality for controlling other parts of the Super Sensor network.
10.8 Node state
In the implementation in this dissertation only a small part of node state infor-
mation stored on the Sensor Lookup server. Only token information on operat-
ing system from each node is provided. Additional information should be easy
to implement and would make it possible for the sensor controlling network to
check that software updates are implemented and that any node is functioning
correctly. This would also make it easy to take simple decisions on where to
locate processing, data storage or other functionality.
Using Bonjour, node state and other information can be stored in the DNS
records for each node. This mechanism is as an example used for storing infor-
mation on printing capabilities for Bonjour capable printers.
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Table 5: Estimated load in kB/s
XXXXXXXXXXXnodes
Frequency
60 30 20 10 5 1
20 4 8 13 25 50 250
40 8 17 25 50 100 500
80 17 33 50 100 200 1000
160 33 67 100 200 400 2000
320 67 133 200 400 800 4000
640 133 267 400 800 1600 8000
1280 267 533 800 1600 3200 16000
2560 533 1067 1600 3200 6400 32000
10.9 Bandwidth requirements vs. The number of Sensor Com-
putation nodes
In table 5 we give a rough estimate of data trac generated by the emulated
nodes.
From Dust networks [10] we have the following calculations of available band-
width :
..... a TSMP implementation on 802.15.4 radios with 60
timeslots per second provides:
16 channels x 60 slots/second = 960 transmissions/second
Assuming an 80 B payload the effective total bandwidth is:
960 transmissions/second x 80 B/transmission = 76.8 KB/second
Using this eective bandwidth in a wireless environment we can se from the
table that with an image size around 100kB, we have to reduce the number
of nodes or observing frequency or introduce a number of Sensor computation
nodes for intermediate storage.
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10.10 Conclusion
This dissertation has studied composing a super sensor network from the com-
bination of three functional sensor networks. The communication was based
on an IP network using HTTP for the main parts. The intention was to use
Bonjour for service discovery, but a minor adjustment were needed for technical
reasons.
This dissertation have demonstrated that the selected technology and ar-
chitecture may handle some of the demands in a sensor network, and that the
architecture gives new opportunities on how to handle updates and control.
The implemented system also demonstrates that using standard Internet
protocols can make access to services in the sensor network easy. A web browser
may become the preferred user interface for controlling and accessing all parts of




The proposed architecture is not fully studied or tested in this dissertation.
Both control and processing have large untested parts and issues to be further
studied. Also the concept of using a worm for software updates. A new approach
could also be to use a worm for data processing, doing queries.
Further testing could be done using small portable computers. One possible
setup where many dierent sides could be tested is suggested below :
11.1 Air quality and road monitoring
The aim of the sensor network is to monitor the air pollution and road status
in the Tromsø area.
Two types of sensor nodes :
• Stationary, at strategic geographical positions
• Mobile. On the local Busses in Tromsø.
The stationary nodes monitors local conditions and some are connected to
the Internet. The mobile nodes monitors the conditions at regular intervals as
the busses moves around on the roads in Tromsø. Both kinds of nodes would
be large nodes with signicant computing and power capabilities available.
Parameters to be monitored :
• Air temperature
• Wind. On busses this is almost impossible.
• Air pollution by measuring PM10, PM2.5 and NO2 (very small particles
and nitrogen for diesel engines)
• Road status by taking an image
• Position and speed
Todays situation is best described on http://www.luftkvalitet.info/.
Tromsø have two measuring stations that takes point measurements with high
frequency and good quality.
The described setup would have many interesting sides both for local air
quality monitoring, local meteorology and computer science. Some of the com-
puter science questions that could be answered may be:
• Is this dissertations architecture viable in networks with highly changing
topography?
• Do IP work in a sensor network?
• What network technology is best to use for exchanging information with
mobile nodes?
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• Is P2P a viable technology for sensor networks ?
• How to keep a running query on the nodes to support alarm services?
• Can road status be inferred from images?
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public class MyClient {







System.setSecurityManager (new RMISecurityManager ());
lookup = new LookupLocator ("jini://localhost");
registrar = lookup.getRegistrar();
aeAttributes = new Entry[1];
aeAttributes[0] = new Name ("HelloWorldServer");
template = new ServiceTemplate (null, null, aeAttributes);
myServerInterface = (MyServerInterface) registrar.lookup (template);
System.out.println ("Calling sayHello()->" + myServerInterface.sayHello () + "<-");
} catch (Exception e) {




This program basically does:
• Set up security manager to access RMI/remote code.
• Find the JINI locator.
• Find the local registrar using the JINI locator
• Find the remote interface using the local registrar





""" Thread for registering and servicing bonjour/zeroconf requests."""





def register_callback(self, sdRef, flags, errorCode, name, regtype, domain):
if errorCode == pybonjour.kDNSServiceErr_NoError:
print 'Registered service:'
print ' name =', name
print ' regtype =', regtype
print ' domain =', domain
def run(self):
"""Runs the bonjour/zeroconf threads."""






ready = select.select([sdRef], [], [])
if sdRef in ready[0]:
pybonjour.DNSServiceProcessResult(sdRef)
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print "..... got request"
finally:
sdRef.close()
if __name__ == "__main__" :
rb = RegisterBonjour("TESTREGISTER","_http._tcp",8080)
rb.start()
Please note that this code will run in its own thread but that it has no other
contact with its applications. This thread will keep the bonjour register alive
as long as the application is running.








""" Thread for watching bonjour/zeroconf requests."""




def resolve_callback(self, sdRef, flags, interfaceIndex, errorCode,fullname,
hosttarget, port, txtRecord):
global resolved
if errorCode == pybonjour.kDNSServiceErr_NoError:
print 'Resolved service:'
print ' fullname =', fullname
print ' hosttarget =', hosttarget
print ' port =', port
resolved.append(True)
def browse_callback(self, sdRef, flags, interfaceIndex, errorCode, serviceName,
regtype, replyDomain):
if errorCode != pybonjour.kDNSServiceErr_NoError:
return
if not (flags & pybonjour.kDNSServiceFlagsAdd):
print 'Service removed'
return









ready = select.select([resolve_sdRef], [], [], timeout)
if resolve_sdRef not in ready[0]:












ready = select.select([browse_sdRef], [], [])









In http://www.xfront.com/REST-Web-Services.html several examples on the
REST style is given. Here follows some examples.
Since REST is more an architectural style, no "standard" exist. As an ex-
ample we can look at another system using this style. The web site "yr.no"
operated by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Norwegian Broad-
casting Corporation.
Lets se how we can access the weatherforecast for Bossekop area in the city
of Alta. What we know :
• Bossekop is a place in the country of Norway.
• Bossekop is a place in the county of Finnmark.
• Bossekop is a place in the commune of Alta
Using this geographical drill-down we can construct several URLs to return
dierent types of forecast. In REST terminology we will get dierent represen-
tational states transfered from the web site.
• First to get a nice graphical timeline with the forecast:
 http://www.yr.no/place/Norway/Finnmark/Alta/Bossekop/meteogram.png
• To get a one-page PDF le with many elements :
 http://www.yr.no/place/Norway/Finnmark/Alta/Bossekop/forecast.pdf
• To get the text forcast in XML format :
 http://www.yr.no/place/Norway/Finnmark/Alta/Bossekop/forecast.xml
As we can se we are getting dierent representations using only minor dif-
ferences in the URLs. All URLs are also easily human readable.
The "yr.no" web site has also published an API for retrieving weather related
elements using a REST-like style. As an example one can retrieve an image from
a weather radar using the following URL:
• http://api.yr.no/weatherapi/radar/1.1/?radarsite=rissa;time=2008-04-12T10:15:00Z;width=460
We can see that we are retrieving data using the weatherapi data, from a
radar, using version 1.1 of the API. The remainder of the URL is not a typical
REST style use, but is still fairly readable and easy to use.
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